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Why publish ?
•Selfish reasons I

•Publications are a prerogative for many career steps (PhD,
Diplomate, Certified specialist) and very generally for a career in
academia (but not necessarily for cool wildlife jobs)
•Publications are a cornerstone of evaluations and of the
reputation of a scientist or an institution; publications are
therefore important for your own reputation, and you can make
others your friend by publishing with/for them

•Public reasons

•Most researchers are paid for by public funds. Not publishing
your findings is like taking the cash without delivering in return.
•It may be important for a nation / the human race that a certain
proportion of the population generates knew knowledge and
saves it in an accessible way
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The Citation
Giraffes in zoos often die from malnutrition (Clauss et
al. 2001).
According to Clauss et al. (2001), giraffes in zoos
often die from malnutrition.
Clauss et al. (2001) showed that some zoo giraffes
consume amounts of food lower than expected
based on extrapolations from other herbivores and
from free-ranging giraffes, and speculated that this
might be a cause for low body reserves and death
associated with depleted adipose tissue stores often
observed in this species in captivity.

The Citation

The basal metabolic rate of sauropod dinosaurs
changed during ontogeny (Sander & Clauss 2008).
It has been speculated that the basal metabolic rate
of sauropod dinosaurs might have changed during
ontogeny (Sander & Clauss 2008).

The Citation
Browsing ruminants have only protozoa of the
subfamily Entodiniinae in their rumen (Clauss &
Lechner-Doll 2001).
Entodiniinae are mostly the only protozoa subfamily
that is found in the rumen of browsing ruminants
(reviewed by Clauss & Lechner-Doll 2001).

?

The Citation

Although it has been repeatedly suggested that a
change in the processing protocols at rendering
plants was responsible for the onset of the British BSE
epidemic (e.g. Dahms 1997), the original source
usually cited for this claim (Wilesmith et al. 1991)
does not substantiate it.
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How scientists are
evaluated ...

‘Impact Factor’
IF = mathematical parameter (calculated!)
The average number of times a publication of the
journal in question is cited in the first two years
following the publication year (i.e. today’s IF
refers to publications three years old).
The more prestigious a journal = the more it is
read = the more its articles are cited = the more
prestigious it is

Impact Factors

2006 - 2018

CA-A Cancer Journal for Clinicians

50

187

Science

31

37

Nature

29

40

The Veterinary Record

1.06

1.74

Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine

0.36

0.59

Schweizer Archiv für Tierheilkunde

0.32

0.59

‘h-Factor’
HF = mathematical parameter (calculated!)
The number of publications of a researcher which
have been cited as least as often as this number.
Example: 7 publications, one is cited 5 times, one
is cited 2 times, the other ones are cited once or
not at all => HF=2
HF of Noble Price winners 30-70
HF should increase with age and has to be
corrected for age if different people are compared.
Note that the HF can never go down even if you
don’t work any more.

How is academic work evaluated ?
By any kind of success in the “peer-review-process”,
- successful grant applications
- “peer-reviewed” publications and their
citations
(- awards)
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How is academic work evaluated ?
The number of peer-reviewed pubications (as such or in
combination with a weighting for impact factor or h-factor) is
currently the most important evaluation criterium in
academia.
Acquiring grant money is the second most important
criterium – or the most important one in some places!
Other potential criteria revolve around media presence or the
influence on ‘policy making’.
This is something one has to know, even if one need not
welcome it.
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publications?
Do you have a vision, or do you ‘just’ work on
some tiny detail?
Do you do research in an elegant, cool, beautiful,
simple way?
Do those who learnt from you think and speak
highly of you? Do you have a reputation of
integrity?
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Authorship sequence
PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

PRL 103, 092001 (2009)

week ending
28 AUGUST 2009

Authorship
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Abstract
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Gastric acidity is likely a key factor shaping the diversity and composition of microbial communities found in the vertebrate gut. We conducted a systematic review to test the hypothesis that a key role of the vertebrate stomach is to maintain the gut microbial community by
filtering out novel microbial taxa before they pass into the intestines. We propose that species feeding either on carrion or on organisms that are close phylogenetic relatives should
require the most restrictive filter (measured as high stomach acidity) as protection from foreign microbes. Conversely, species feeding on a lower trophic level or on food that is distantly related to them (e.g. herbivores) should require the least restrictive filter, as the risk of
pathogen exposure is lower. Comparisons of stomach acidity across trophic groups in
mammal and bird taxa show that scavengers and carnivores have significantly higher stomach acidities compared to herbivores or carnivores feeding on phylogenetically distant prey
such as insects or fish. In addition, we find when stomach acidity varies within species either
naturally (with age) or in treatments such as bariatric surgery, the effects on gut bacterial
pathogens and communities are in line with our hypothesis that the stomach acts as an ecological filter. Together these results highlight the importance of including measurements of
gastric pH when investigating gut microbial dynamics within and across species.
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Often, vertebrate stomach evolution is discussed in the context of the stomach’s role in chemically breaking down food and, specifically, denaturing proteins via pepsinogen and HCl [1 ].
The stomach clearly serves these purposes. However in light of our growing understanding of
microbial symbionts’ role in human health, it is interesting to reassess the stomach’s additional
role as an important barrier against pathogen entry into the gastrointestinal tract [2 –3 ]. Here
we consider the ecology of bird and mammal stomachs and, in the same light, medical
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The stomach clearly serves these purposes. However in light of our growing understanding of
microbial symbionts’ role in human health, it is interesting to reassess the stomach’s additional
role as an important barrier against pathogen entry into the gastrointestinal tract [2 –3 ]. Here
we consider the ecology of bird and mammal stomachs and, in the same light, medical
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Gastric acidity is likely a key factor shaping the diversity and composition of microbial communities found in the vertebrate gut. We conducted a systematic review to test the hypothesis that a key role of the vertebrate stomach is to maintain the gut microbial community by
filtering out novel microbial taxa before they pass into the intestines. We propose that species feeding either on carrion or on organisms that are close phylogenetic relatives should
require the most restrictive filter (measured as high stomach acidity) as protection from foreign microbes. Conversely, species feeding on a lower trophic level or on food that is distantly related to them (e.g. herbivores) should require the least restrictive filter, as the risk of
pathogen exposure is lower. Comparisons of stomach acidity across trophic groups in
mammal and bird taxa show that scavengers and carnivores have significantly higher stomach acidities compared to herbivores or carnivores feeding on phylogenetically distant prey
such as insects or fish. In addition, we find when stomach acidity varies within species either
naturally (with age) or in treatments such as bariatric surgery, the effects on gut bacterial
pathogens and communities are in line with our hypothesis that the stomach acts as an ecological filter. Together these results highlight the importance of including measurements of
gastric pH when investigating gut microbial dynamics within and across species.
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INTRAVENOUS ANESTHESIA IN WILD IMPALA (AEPYCEROS
MELAMPUS) OF 120-MINUTE DURATION
Gareth E. Zeiler, B.V.Sc. (Hons), M.Med.Vet. (Anaesthesiology), George F. Stegmann, M.Med.Vet.
(Anesthesiology), Dipl. E.C.V.A.A., Geoffrey Fosgate, D.V.M., Ph.D., Dipl. A.C.V.P.M., Roxanne K.
Buck, B.Sc., B.V.Sc., Sabine B. R. Kästner, Prof.Dr.Med.Vet., M.Vet.Sci., Dipl. E.C.V.A.A., Maya
Kummrow, Dr.Med.Vet., D.V.Sc., Dipl. A.C.Z.M., Dipl. E.C.Z.M., Christina Gerlach, Med.Vet., and
Leith C. R. Meyer, B.V.Sc., Ph.D.

Abstract: There is a growing necessity to perform long-term anesthesia in wildlife, especially antelope. The
costs and logistics of transporting wildlife to veterinary practices make surgical intervention a high-stakes
operation. Thus there is a need for a field-ready total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) infusion to maintain
anesthesia in antelope. This study explored the feasibility of an etorphine–ketamine–medetomidine TIVA for field
anesthesia. Ten wild-caught, adult impala (Aepyceros melampus) were enrolled in the study. Impala were
immobilized with a standardized combination of etorphine (2 mg) and medetomidine (2.2 mg), which equated to a
median (interquartile range [IQR]) etorphine and medetomidine dose of 50.1 (46.2–50.3) and 55.1 (50.8–55.4) lg/
kg, respectively. Recumbency was attained in a median (IQR) time of 13.9 (12.0–16.5) min. Respiratory gas
tensions, spirometry, and arterial blood gas were analyzed over a 120-min infusion. Once instrumented, the TIVA
was infused as follows: etorphine at a variable rate initiated at 40 lg/kg per hour (adjusted according to
intermittent deep-pain testing); ketamine and medetomidine at a fixed rate of 1.5 mg/kg per hour and 5 lg/kg per
hour, respectively. The etorphine had an erratic titration to clinical effect in four impala. Arterial blood pressure
and respiratory and heart rates were all within normal physiological ranges. However, arterial blood gas analysis
revealed severe hypoxemia, hypercapnia, and acidosis. Oxygenation and ventilation indices were calculated and
highlighted possible co-etiologies to the suspected etorphine-induced respiratory depression as the cause of the
blood gas derangements. Impala recovered in the boma post atipamezole (13 mg) and naltrexone (42 mg)
antagonism of medetomidine and etorphine, respectively. The etorphine–ketamine–medetomidine TIVA protocol
for impala may be sufficient for field procedures of up to 120-min duration. However, hypoxemia and hypercapnia
are of paramount concern and thus oxygen supplementation should be considered mandatory. Other TIVA
combinations may be superior and warrant further investigation.
Key words: Aepyceros melampus, etorphine, impala, ketamine, medetomidine, TIVA.

INTRODUCTION

Teamplay

Etorphine immobilization in impala (Aepyceros
melampus) has been studied since the 1960s.1,7
Despite decades of use in impala, etorphine
immobilization has only been described and no
reports are available mentioning its use for the
long-term maintenance of surgical anesthesia. The
lack of its incorporation into anesthetic maintenance protocols is perhaps because of pronounced
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of Veterinary Medicine Hannover, Foundation, Bünteweg
9, 30559 Hannover, Germany (Kästner, Gerlach); and Zoo
Wuppertal, Hubertusallee 30, 42117 Wuppertal, Germany
(Kummrow); Correspondence should be directed to Dr.
Zeiler (gareth.zeiler@up.ac.za).

dose-related respiratory depression.6,23,24 In order
to decrease the dose of etorphine and thus its
undesirable characteristics, it can be used in a
combination with other drugs with known analgesic and anesthetic sparing effects, such as a low
dose of ketamine (a cyclohexamine dissociative
anesthetic) or medetomidine (an alpha2-adrenoceptor agonist) to achieve surgical anesthesia.16
In South Africa, because of the importance of
antelope for conservation and the value of these
animals in zoo and private wildlife collections,
veterinary intervention is often required.5,22 These
animals, in particular impala, are prone to injury
and are often presented to veterinarians for
surgical intervention. Long-duration transport to
veterinary facilities, field equipment, manpower
limitations, and high cost make surgery on wildlife
a challenge. A reliable field anesthetic protocol
that does not require the logistical challenges of
inhalation agents may make surgical interventions
more accessible to antelope situated in remote
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Hand coordination can allow humans to have dexterous control with many degrees of freedom to perform various tasks in daily living. An important contributing factor to this important
ability is the complex biomechanical architecture of the human hand. However, drawing a
clear functional link between biomechanical architecture and hand coordination is challenging. It is not understood which biomechanical characteristics are responsible for hand coordination and what specific effect each biomechanical characteristic has. To explore this link,
we first inspected the characteristics of hand coordination during daily tasks through a statistical analysis of the kinematic data, which were collected from thirty right-handed subjects
during a multitude of grasping tasks. Then, the functional link between biomechanical architecture and hand coordination was drawn by establishing the clear corresponding causality
between the tendinous connective characteristics of the human hand and the coordinated
characteristics during daily grasping activities. The explicit functional link indicates that the
biomechanical characteristic of tendinous connective architecture between muscles and
articulations is the proper design by the Creator to perform a multitude of daily tasks in a
comfortable way. The clear link between the structure and the function of the human hand
also suggests that the design of a multifunctional robotic hand should be able to better imitate such basic architecture.
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Introduction
The human hand is an amazing instrument that can perform a multitude of functions, such as
the power grasp and precision grasp of a vast array of objects. The excellent behaviors of the
human hand are enabled by a highly complex structure, with 19 articulations, 31 muscles and
more than 25 degrees of freedom (DOF) [1]. While the abundant functions are favorable, this
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Hand coordination can allow humans to have dexterous control with many degrees of freedom to perform various tasks in daily living. An important contributing factor to this important
ability is the complex biomechanical architecture of the human hand. However, drawing a
clear functional link between biomechanical architecture and hand coordination is challenging. It is not understood which biomechanical characteristics are responsible for hand coordination and what specific effect each biomechanical characteristic has. To explore this link,
we first inspected the characteristics of hand coordination during daily tasks through a statistical analysis of the kinematic data, which were collected from thirty right-handed subjects
during a multitude of grasping tasks. Then, the functional link between biomechanical architecture and hand coordination was drawn by establishing the clear corresponding causality
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“we stumbled across a pattern
and we think we can explain it”
Schiffmann et al. (2019)

The greatest story ever planned?
Darwin’s diary:
1. Hypothesis
Species originate by selection
acting on the variability of
phenotypes so that only certain
ones can reproduce/so that
certain ones can reproduce
more efficiently.
2. Research plan
Travel around the world and
find model systems to test
hypothesis.
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How do I start ?
Ambition/effort <=> “love” for a topic ?
Read! Read! Read!
(also: literature check for a certain clinical case)

Find your own questions
=> Read (lit. research) - look for an answer!
If there is no answer or if it does not satisfy:
=> you have your topic
‘I did not chose the music, it chose me’
C. Eastwood, Honkytonk Man
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But please only write if you
want to say something, not
because you want to have
a career.

‘publish and perish !’

Brian McNab (2002)

Always remember: most people who
are really happy in this world are so
without having published a thing.

Science is not about control.
Is is about cultivating a perpetual
condition of wonder in the face of
something that forever grows one
step richer and subtler than our latest
theory about it.
It is about reverence, not mastery.
Richard Powers (1991) The gold bug variations. William Morrow & Co, New York

